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The Rotate Tool

The Rotate tool rotates objects around a specified base point.
To use: Select Rotate tool or type rotate.
Select object, press enter.
Specify base point, or type “r” to create a reference line. Press enter or
left click.
Specify angle of rotation or move mouse to desired rotation. Select.

The presentation and images by East Tennessee State University are licensed under a Creative
Commons Attribution 4.0 International License unless noted otherwise.

Explode Tool
The explode tool breaks apart
polylines or blocks into
component lines & arcs.
Touch a polygon anywhere and
the total object will be
selected.
After explosion it becomes a
simple collection of lines.

Explode Tool
The explode tool breaks apart
polylines or blocks into
component lines & arcs.
When inserting a block, it will
become a single object.
You must first use the explode
tool to be able to edit any
part of it.

Polylines
Polylines are a combination of lines
& arcs which follow a continuous path.
Made with the Polyline tool.
Component lines and arcs can be merged
using the Join command under the
Modify panel or typing “J” in the
Command window.
Can be broken apart with the Explode
tool.

Join Tool
The join command converts component lines and arcs
into polylines.
Geometry will only join if their endpoints are precisely
placed together.
Overlapping lines or lines connected to
midpoints will not join.
Midpoints create multiple paths.
Overlapping geometry create multiple paths.

Polygon Tool
The polygon tool creates polygons
with the designated number
of sides.
Found under the rectangle tool dropdown.
Initiate the polygon tool.
Designate the number of sides.
Designate the center point.
Choose Inscribed or Circumscribed.
Select a point or designate the radius.
Use the rotate tool to rotate into position.

Inscribed vs Circumscribed
Inscribed: The points on a polygon contact the inside
of an imaginary circle of the designated radius.
Circumscribed: The flats of a polygon are tangent to
the outside of an imaginary circle of the
designated radius.

Arrays
An Array allows the linear or rotational duplication
of selected objects from a selected base point.
Saves design time.
Simplifies complex designs.
Arrayed data becomes a block.

Polar Array
The Polar Array tool is found under
the Array tab in the Modify panel.
Select the Polar Array tool.
Select all objects to array.
Select a base point.

Polar Array

Designate array properties.
Items: The number of duplicates.
Between: The angular spacing between objects.
Fill: The degrees to array between.
Rows: The number of levels out from the center.
Between: The spacing between levels.
Total: The total distance from center to the outer most
row.

Rectangular Array
The Rectangular Array tool is
also found under the Array tab.
Select the Rectangular Array tool.
Select all objects to array.
The base point will be the center
of mass, unless specially designated.

Rectangular Array
Designate array properties
• Columns / Rows: The number
of vertical columns
• Between: The spacing between
columns / rows
• Total: The distance from the
first to last row / column

